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A decade ago Don Passman and I wrote a paper about primitive group 
rings [3] which reduced their characterization (f rpolycyclic groups) to 
an algebraic analogue of a classical theorem from ergodic theory. Shortly 
thereafter heproblem became a footnote to work of Roseblade [7], and 
our point of view lay dormant. In 1985 I returned to the theme of recurrent 
behavior as the subject of half of a talk at the CBMS conference “Group 
rings, crossed products, and Galois theory.” My intention was to suggest 
new sources of problems and inspiration f rthe study of groups acting on 
rings. 
The endeavor was aided by a remarkable book of Furstenberg [4]. 
Various parallels between developments inthe theory of noetherian group 
rings and combinatorial-number theoretic applications f ergodic theory 
became clear. The notion of “syndetic set” in a group can be borrowed to 
give new insight into technical calculations forgroup rings (Sect. 1)and 
may prove to be a bridge from group rings to arbitrary ings (Sect. 2). 
Some results from ergodic theory which analyze the action of a group on 
a space can be reinterpreted as the action of the group on some ring of 
coordinate functions for the space. This seems to be a dominant heme of 
recent work in operator algebras where spaces are replaced byC*-algebras. 
Algebraic examples are presented inSections 3 and 4. The surprise isthat 
crucial constructions i  the theory of group rings appear earlier inthe 
literature of dynamical systems. Moreover, algebraic analogues urvive 
intact. 
The reader should be assured that no knowledge of (or even the most 
remote familiarity with) ergodic theory is assumed in this paper. All 
references to theorems outside of algebra are treated inan expository man- 
ner. The emphasis throughout is on flavor rather than nutrition. 
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1. SYNDETIC AND THICK SETS 
Furstenberg introduces a purely algebraic-combinatorial invariant to
describe r currence indexed by the integers ornatural numbers [4, p. 281. 
We generalize t to arbitrary groups G. 
DEFINITION. A subset X of the group G is (left) syndetic if there are 
finitely many g, ,..., g, E G such that 
G= g,Xu g,Xu ... u g,X. 
Obviously every nonempty colinite set is syndetic. We provide less trivial 
examples by proving that he complement of a proper finite union of cosets 
is always yndetic. The arguments below should be compared with those 
found in Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 of [S]. 
LEMMA 1. Let H, ,..., H, be distinct subgroups each with infinite index in 
G. Then the complement of any finite union of left cosets of the Hi is syn- 
detic. 
Proof: We argue by induction n that if V is any finite union of left 
cosets of H, ,..., H, then one can find gi,..., g, in G such that 
g1 Vn g2 Vn . . . n g, V = 0. The lemma follows bytaking complements. 
The case n = 0 is vacuous. Suppose now that V= A u W where 
A=a,H, u ... u a,H, and W is a (possibly empty) union of cosets of 
H 2 ,..., H,.Since H, has infinite ndex in G there xists some b E G such that 
a,H, # bH, for i= l,..., d  Hence for each t, the coset a,Hl does not appear 
on the list {a, b~ ‘aj H, 1 j = l,..., d}.It follows that l-J:=, a bF’A = 0 when 
we set a, = b. Elementary set theory (the distributivity of ntersection over 
union) now yields 
fi a,bF’VG 6 a,b-‘W. 
1=0 I=0 
Since the intersection of finitely many left translates of lJ a,b ~ ’ W is empty 
by induction, the same is true of n a,b- ’ V. 1 
THEOREM 2. Zf X# G is a union offinitely many left cosets of subgroups 
of G then G\X is syndetic. 
ProofI Let H be the intersection of the subgroups of finite index in G 
whose cosets appear in X. Each such cosets is the finite union of left cosets 
of H because )G : H) -C co. Thus we may rewrite 
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where the union of d cosets is not all of G and W is a finite union of left 
cosets for subgroups of infinite index in G. 
We first apply the argument in the previous lemma. Even though H does 
not have infinite index in G, there is some bE G such that a,H # bH for 
i = l,..., d  Thus of= 0 a,b- ‘X lies in a finite union W’ of left ranslates of 
W, as above. Hence G\ W’ E lJf= 1a,b- ‘(G\X). The proof is completed by 
applying the statement ofLemma 1 to W’. 1 
DEFINITION (cf. [4, p. 341). A subset of the group G is thick if its meets 
(i.e., hasnonempty intersection with) every syndetic set in G. 
Observe that athick set cannot lie in any proper subgroup of G because, 
by Theorem 2, the complement of that subgroup is syndetic. 
THEOREM 3 (cf. [4, Definition 1.101). TsG is thick if and only iffor 
each finite subset F in G there is a g E G such that Fg s T. 
Proof. Assume that there is a finite s t F= { yr,..., yrn} such that for 
each g E G there is an i with yi g r$ T. Then 
G= ij y,:‘(G\T). 
i=l 
In other words, G\T is syndetic. Since T cannot meet G\T, it cannot be 
thick. 
Conversely, assume that finite subsets can be translated into T. Suppose 
S is syndetic, say G = lJ;=, x,S. Choose gE G such that x,7’ gE T for 
j = l,..., n  Now g= xks for some SE S and some k, according to the 
syndetic property. Thus s = X; l g E T. 1 
The previous theorem impresses me as surprising when applied to the 
next example. 
THEOREM 4. Zf X is a finite union of left cosets of subgroups with infinite 
index in G then G/X is thick. 
Proof: Suppose, to the contrary, that here is a syndetic set S such that 
(G\X)nS= a. That is, G\Xr G\S. Then SsX. It follows that some 
finite union of left cosets of the subgroups which appear in X is all of G. By 
[S, Lemma 4.2.11, one of the subgroups has finite index. 1 
Furstenberg emarks [4, p. 353 that “it is sometimes useful to regard a
syndetic set as a discrete analogue of a set with nonempty interior ina 
compact metric space. Then the dual notion of a thick set corresponds to
that of a dense subset.” He proceeds to interpret one result as a finitary 
analogue of the Baire Category Theorem. 
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We shall illustrate Furstenberg’s principle by taking a second look at 
Passman’s d-method for analyzing linear identities in group rings. Let G be 
a group and let k be a field. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose ai, bi E k[G] are nonzero for i= l,..., m  Then 
{x E G 1 CT=, a,xbi = 0) is a finite union of left cosets of subgroups G. 
ProoJ The lemma hinges on a transparent observation. If C a,xb, is 
expanded by writing out ai and bi as a linear combination of group 
elements then the expression equals 0 if and only if the terms 
luxv, AEk, U,VEG 
can be partitioned so that in each piece the uxv coincide and the sum of the 
corresponding coefficients A is zero. 
In detail, ifz= (u, u) E (supp ai) x (supp bi) let A(z) denote the product of 
the coefficients of u in ai and v in bi. (Notice that his notation isdependent 
on specifying a particular i.)Let Z7= (Hi,..., ZZ } by any partition fthe 
disjoint union of { (supp ai) x (supp bi)} for i= l,..., m subject tothe restric- 
tion that C,, nd A(z) = 0 for d = l,..., t  
Given such a partition I7 set 
WJIZ)= {XEG 1 UiXVi=UjXVj ford1 (Ui, Vi), (Uj, Uj)End}. 
It is not difficult to see that 
Since the intersection of cosets is a coset or empty, we will be done once we 
demonstrate hat each nonempty IV,(n) is a left coset. 
For (ui, vi) and (uj, vi) in 17d 
uixvi = ujxvj 0 x(yjIl~‘)x-’ = u,+4i. 
Thus if IVJZ7) # QJ and we fix yE IVAn) then 
x(ujv;l)x- =zq’ui 0 x E yC,(v,v;‘). 
Therefore IV,(n) is the intersection of left cosets of centralizers, and so is 
itself a left coset. 1
THEOREM 6 [S, Lemma 4.2.41. Let ai, bi E k[G]. Zf CT! 1 a,xb, = 0 for 
all x in a thick subset T of G then CT=, a,xb, = 0 for all x E G. 
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Proof: Since any subset of a group containing a thick set is thick, we 
may assume from Lemma 5 that T is a finite union of left cosets. IfT= G 
we are done. But if T # G then Theorem 2 states that G\T is syndetic. 
Clearly the thick set T does not meet the syndetic set G\T. 1 
Passman does not refer to thick sets in his version of this theorem. 
Instead he is primarily interested in the case that T is the complement of 
the finite union of cosets with infinite ndex. The connection isprovided by 
Theorem 4. 
2. THE RECURRENCE CAPACITY 
I have not yet explained the connection between recurrence and syndetic 
sets. The theory of abstract dynamical systems is concerned, to some 
extent, with the long-term behavior of the action of a group G on a space 
X Here the space could be a topological space or a measure space. For 
instance, one may be interested in how often a point in X is brought (by 
elements in G) close to itself. For the moment we concentrate on one 
theorem of this type. 
THEOREM 7 [4, Theorem 1.151. Let X be a compact topological space 
and let G be a group acting by continuous transformations  A’. If no proper 
closed subset of X is invariant under the action of G then {g E G 1 g. x E V> 
is syndetic for each point x E X and each neighborhood V of x. 
We obtain ring-theoretic analogues to theorems like this by focusing on
some large ring of appropriate functions from X to @ rather than on X 
itself. Think of the ring of continuous functions on a compact space, the 
ring of measurable functions ona measure space, or the ring of polynomial 
functions onan afine variety. A point in the space becomes identified with 
a maximal ideal in the ring. In the case that X is an affine variety endowed 
with the Zariski topology, an open set V is the collection of all maximal 
ideals which do not lie over a particular ideal I. To say that g sends the 
maximal ideal M into V is to say that he image of & under g does not lie 
over I. 
In general, et R be an arbitrary ing. A group G acts on R if there is a 
homomorphism from G into the group of ring automorphisms ofR. When 
r E R and g E G we will write gr for the image of r under the action of g. 
DEFINITION. Suppose G acts on the ring R. If I and J are two-sided 
ideals of R then the recurrence apacity for J off Z is 
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Keeping in mind that compact spaces frequently correspond to 
noetherian coordinate rings, we obtain a transmogrilication of Theorem 7. 
THEOREM 8. Let R be a ring with the ascending chain condition two- 
sided ideals. If Iand J are ideals ofR then there are two mutually exclusively 
possibilities: 
(i) Is ngtc RJ, or 
(ii) G(I: J) is syndetic. 
Proof: It is easy to see that G(I: J) = 0 if and only if Is ngsc gJ. So 
we shall set J* = ngc o gJ and henceforth assume that Is& J*. 
It follows from the chain condition that CgsG gZ= CgeF gZ for some 
finite subset F of G. Call this G-invariant ideal L. Let x E G. We claim that 
L gX J. Otherwise L = “-‘L&J, which implies g-lI~ J for all gE G. This 
leads to the contradiction Is J*. 
Now L & x J says that here is an h in the finite s t F such that hZ C& X J, 
i.e., h-‘xJ $ I. It follows that 
G= u hG(I:J). 1 
heF 
3. ERG~DIC THEORY 
There is a striking parallel between classical ergodic theorems about the 
torus and the basic results on abelian group rings with operators. From 
now on T” will denote the n-torus: the Cartesian product of n copies of the 
complex unit circle with its usual group structure, topology, and Haar 
measure. It is frequently useful to regard T” as the dual or character g oup 
of A = Z”. 
Suppose G is a group of automorphisms of A. (We usually write this 
G 5 CL(A).) Let D be the subgroup of elements with a finite orbit under G. 
It is well known that G induces a contragredient action on A* =T”. 
The action of G on T” is ergodic when the only measurable G-invariant 
subsets ofT” have measure 0 or measure 1. The next theorem is “classical.” 
THEOREM 9 (cf. [2, Theorem 3.11). The action of GE CL(A) on T” is 
ergodic if and only if D = 1. 
We outline the “if’ direction toillustrate, onceagain, the philosophy of
Section 2. This time the coordinate ring is L*(T”). We will need the basic 
principle of Fourier analysis that (T”)* = A is a Hilbert space basis for L*. 
(This explains the multiplicative, rather than additive, notation in the 
statement ofthe theorem.) IfS is a G-invariant measurable subset of T” 
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then its characteristic function xslies in L’(T”) and so has Fourier expan- 
sion 
x.7 = 1 4a)a V(a) E @ 1. 
CZEA 
The invariance implies that ;1 is constant on G-orbits inA. Since the sum 
above is square summable, only members of A with a finite G-orbit can 
have a nonzero coefficient. The assumption D = 1 thus implies that 
xs = 1. 1 where 1 is the principal character, theconstantly one function. It 
follows that S = T” or S = 0 up to measure zero. 
Ergodicity has a recurrent side-effect (cf. the proof of [2, 
Proposition 3.73). Ifthe action of G on T” is ergodic then almost all points 
have a dense orbit. One can ask about the Zariski topology analogue in the 
maximal ideal spectrum of the group algebra L[A 1. (A discussion ofthis 
point of view and an application ca be found in [3].) 
LEMMA 10. Let k be a field. Zf B is a subgroup of (the finitely generated 
abelian group) A and J%? is a maximal ideal of k[A] then M n k[B] is a 
maximal ideal of k [ B]. 
Proof: By the Nullstellensatz k[A]/& is a finite field extension f k. 
Now k[ B]/&Y n k[B] can be identified with a subdomain of the extension 
field and it contains k; it must be a finite field extension fk in its own 
right. 1
THEOREM 11 [3,7]. Let k be afield which is not an algebraic extension 
of a finite field. Then D = 1 if and only if there xists a maximal ideal ~2 of 
k[A] with &,.o g&’ = 0. 
Proof: Suppose nge G gA = 0 for some maximal ideal A. Certainly, 
then, figs G“(A A k[D] ) = 0. Since D is a finitely generated group some 
subgroup of finite index in G fixes D elementwise, so the intersection 
fi “(.,4! n k[D] ) is actually a finite intersection. It follows from Lemma 10 
that this intersection has finite codimension i k[D]. On the other hand, 
the zero ideal has finite codimension i k[ D] only when D = 1. 
The other direction isa consequence ofRoseblade’s celebrated intersec- 
tion theorem. Details can be found in Section 2.1.1 of [7]. 1 
The theme of dense orbits has many variations. Forinstance, two points 
x and y on the torus are proximal when there is a sequence {g,> s G such 
that dist( g, . x, g, . y) + 0. Since T” is a group and each torus element has 
norm 1, we can always hift the distance statement tothe “origin,” namely 
the point 1. Moreover, since the point 1is always fixed, weneed only speak 
of z and 1 being proximal, meaning simply that 1 lies in the closure of the 
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orbit of z. When we turn to the corresponding algebraic statement for the 
group algebra k[A], we will think of the maximal ideal &’ as being 
proximal to the augmentation ideal CO provided that ngE G go z CO. 
Furstenberg points out a relationship between proximality and thick sets. 
We will use his premise to construct thick subsets which “measure” 
n ge G gK for an ideal K. 
THEOREM 12 [4, Lemma 8.11. Zf the infinite group G acts on a compact 
metric space X and x, y E X are proximal then 
{gEG 1 dist(g*x, g.y)<s} 
is thick for each E > 0. 
THEOREM 13. Suppose that a group G acts on a ring R. Let K and P be 
ideals in R and assume that P is prime. Then 
(i) ngEG RK~ P 
tf and only tf 
(ii) for all ideals Z, G(Z : K) is thick whenever G(Z : P) is thick. 
Proof We shall use Theorem 3 to prove that G(Z : K) is thick. Let F be 
a finite subset of G. Since G(Z: P) is thick, there is an XE G such that 
Fx c G(Z: P). This means that for all yE Fx we have Z eY P. Now P is 
prime, so 
n y-‘zg P. 
ycFx 
The hypotheses that u gKz P implies that there must be an h E G with 
Thus Z & yh K for all yE Fx. We have proved that Fxh c G(Z : K). 
For the other half of the proof, we consider the special case Z= ng E o gK. 
Assume Z g P. The G-invariance of Zthen implies G(Z : P) = G. By (ii) we 
conclude that G(Z : K) is thick. But G(Z : K) is obviously empty. Thus Is P, 
condition (i). 1 
COROLLARY 14. Suppose R is the group algebra k[A], Z is an ideal, and 
4! is a maximal ideal. Zf J is proximal to w (i.e., figs og& c o) and o 2~ Z 
then G(Z : &) is thick. 
Proof. G(Z:w)= {gEG 1 go 2 Z} = G since o is stabilized by G. By 
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the direction (i) =s. (ii) of the theorem, G(Z: A) is thick. This proves the 
analogue of Theorem 12. i 
COROLLARY 15. Suppose R is an arbitrary prime ring and K is a nonzero 
ideal. Zf ngeG gK = 0 then G(Z : K) is thick for every nonzero ideal I. 
Proof. Again apply the theorem, with P=O. 1 
One can consider a topological version of ergodicity. The action of G on 
a topological space is minimal if the only G-invariant closed subsets are 0 
and the whole space. When is the action of GE GL(A) on T” minimal? It 
turns out that his is a fruitless question since the point 1is fixed by every 
member of GL(A). In fact, ifa point in T” has order d< 00 then an element 
of GL(A) sends it to another point of order d; since there are only finitely 
many points of a given order, we obtain finite (closed!) orbits. Let’s tinker 
with the definition andsay that he action of G on T” is virtually minimal if 
the only nonempty G-invariant closed subsets are finite s ts of periodic 
points or all of T”. I have not found a characterization of virtually minimal 
actions, like that of Theorem 9, in the literature. However, the algebraic 
analogue to such a theorem does exist and is one of the fundamental results 
in the theory of polycyclic group rings. 
We offer a preliminary comment. If we regard 5ET” as a character inAA 
then it is periodic fand only if the kernel of 5: A -+ @* is finite. Extend 5: 
linearly toa functional on @[A] and consider the corresponding maximal 
ideal &‘= { UE C[A] 1 t(u) = O}. Thus 5 is periodic if and only if 
(ae A 1 1 - aE A} has finite index in A. For the purpose of analogy, we 
will refer to any such maximal ideal in the group algebra k[A] as being 
periodic. 
BERGMAN'S THEOREM [ 11. Let k be a field and G E GL(A). Then 
(i) the only proper G-invariant semiprime ideals of k[A] are 0 and 
finite intersections f periodic maximal ideals 
if and only if 
(ii) every nonidentity subgroup of A with infinite index in A has 
infinitely many translates under G. 
4. DISTAL ACTIONS 
As a final topic we look at behavior quite opposite to that seen in the 
previous section. Given a group G acting on a metric space X, two points x 
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and y are distal if their orbits tay apart: there is an E>O such that 
dist(g . x, g. y) > E for all gE G. The entire action is distal provided that 
every pair of distinct points is distal. 
Seethoff has characterized distal ctions on compact abelian groups [2, 
Chapt. 3.41. To describe the result we extend the subgroup D, introduced 
in Section 3, in the same way that nilpotent groups blossom from the cen- 
ter. Suppose GE GL(A). Define the series ofsubgroups of A 
by setting D, = D and letting D,, 1 be the preimage in A of the subgroup of 
elements with a finite G-orbit in A/D,. Because A is a finitely generated 
abelian group the series stabilizes after finitely many steps at D,. 
DEFINITION. G acts almost nilpotently on A when A = D,. 
One can check that A/D, has no nonidentity elements with a finite 
orbit. Ina sense D, captures the nonergodic part of the action of G. 
THEOREM 16 [2, Theorem 3.61 Zf G E GL(A ) is a cyclic group which 
acts almost nilpotently on A then the action of G on T" is distal. 
Again, there is an exact algebraic analogue. To understand the basic 
idea, we refer the reader to the discussion about proximality-in particular 
the homogeneous hifting to 1. 
DEFINITION. Let k be a field and let G E GL(A) be an arbitrary group. 
The group algebra k[A] is G-distal ifnge G go c w for a maximal ideal ,M 
of k[A], only when & = o. 
We begin the proof of the algebraic version of Seethoffs Theorem with 
two applications of very general machines. The first is a standard 
noetherian rgument. 
LEMMA 17. Assume k is a field and G E GL(A ). Let ~2 be a maximal 
ideal of k[A]. Then there is a subgroup H of finite index in G such that 
n hcH hi is a prime ideal. 
Proof: Since n,, G go is a G-prime ideal it can be written 
n gJz=P1nP,n’.. nP S) 
&zsG 
where {P, ,..., P,}is an orbit of distinct prime ideals (cf. [7, Lemma 4.1.51). 
Let H be the intersection of the stabilizers in G of the Pi. Then 1 G : HI < co 
and fihc H h.M must also be the intersection of finitely many distinct prime 
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ideals which constitute an orbit under ZZ. If we look at the necesarily finite 
G-orbit generated by this new list of prime ideals, a primality agrument 
shows that the two G-orbits coincide. Hence the new list is contained in 
ip 1 Y..., PJ.
H stabilizes each of these prime ideals. Thus nhsH hi must be prime 
itself. 1 
The next lemma is one of a family of intersection theorems due to 
Zalesskii. Recall that an ideal Z in k[ W] is faithful provided 
{UEWI 1-aEz}=l. 
LEMMA 18 (cf. [6, Theorem 8.21). Suppose G acts almost nilpotentfy on 
an arbitrary abelian group W and D denotes the subgroup of W whose 
elements have a finite orbit. Zf P is a faithful G-invariant prime ideal of 
k[ W] then 
P= (Pnk[D])*k[ W]. 
THEOREM 19. Let k be a field which is not an algebraic extension of a 
f‘?‘?itt.field, Then k[A] is G-distal if and only if G acts almost nilpotently 
Proof: Assume that k[A] is G-distal. According to Theorem 11, there is 
a maximal ideal in k[A/D,] which has a dense orbit. Let &? be its 




where the map on the group rings is the one induced by the canonical pro- 
jection A -+ A/D,. Apply the definition of G-distality to conclude that 
dl = 0. 
Notice that w is invariant under G. It follows that both extremes of (*) 
are equal to o, whence 
Ker(k[A] + RCA/D,]) = CO. 
This can happen only when A = D,. 
As to the converse, let 4? be a maximal ideal of k[A] with 
n gs G g&? c w. Choose H of finite index in G such that nh E n hA = P is a 
prime ideal of RCA], courtesy of Lemma 17. If x(l), x(2),..., x(t)are left 
coset representatives for H in G then nj’= iX(i)P E w. The primality and 
invariance ofw imply that P s co. 
It is not difficult to see that H still acts almost nilpotently on A. If B= 
{a~ A 1 1 -a E P} then the invariance ofP under H implies that B is an 
H-invariant subgroup of A. Moreover, H acts almost nilpotently on A/B. 
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Write A= A/B and use the overbar to indicate he image in k[A] of an 
object in k[A]. We have chosen B so that P is a faithful prime ideal of 
k[6]. According to Lemma 18, 
P=(Pnk[E]).k[A]. 
Here E denotes the subgroup of 2 whose elements have a finite orbit under 
H. Now hk[E]=r),e, h( 2 n k[ E] ), a finite intersection. Also, 
Bn k[E] c CT, n k[E], where the latter isthe augmentation ideal of k[E]. 
Repeat the argument two paragraphs up, exploiting the primality and 
G-invariance of (I, n k[E], to show that 
The left and right sides of this inclusion are maximal ideals of k[E] by 
Lemma 10. Thus there is equality. 
We have proved that 2 contains the augmentation ideal of k[E]. Con- 
sequently P contains the augmentation ideal. Since P is faithful, E = 1. But 
H acts almost nilpotently on A. We avoid acontradiction only when J = 1. 
That means B = A, or equivalently, o = P. The maximal ideal ies JZ over 
P, forcing A = 0. 1 
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